DESCRIPTION OF THE UNIVERSITY

- Academic Freedom and Responsibility (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/academic-freedom-responsibility/)
- Academic Functions and Programs (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/academic-functions-programs/)
- Alumni Relations (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/alumni-relations/)
- Campus Crime Statistics (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/student-right-to-know/)
- Educational Records (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/records-retention/)
- Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/ferpa/)
- History and Location (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/history-location/)
- Libraries (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/libraries/)
- Literary Landmark (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/literary-landmark/)
- Mission and Vision (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/mission-vision/)
- Official UNA Correspondence & Response to Administrative Notices (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/official-administrative-notices/)
- Organization (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/organization/)
- Public Complaints (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/public-complaints/)
- Special Programs (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/special-programs/)
- Students with Disabilities (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/student-disabilities/)
- The University of North Alabama Foundation (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/una-foundation/)
- University Themes and Goals (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/university-goals/)
- University Values (https://catalog.una.edu/undergraduate/description-university/university-values/)